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By DAVID BIDDLE
Sports Editor
Starting point guard Brandon
Pardon quit the Wright State men's
basketball team earlier this week
citing "philosophical differences"
between himself and Head Coach
Ed Schilling.
Pardon, a 6' 1" sophomore, was an
All-Ohio performeratLinclonvicw
High School two years ago and
finished third in the running for
Ohio's Mr. Basketball.
He immediately assumed a starting
role at WSU as a freshman,
averaging 6.1 points and 4 assists
per game for the Raiders.
"First of all. I believe that college
basketball needs to be a fun and
happy time for the athletes
involved. It got to the point at
Wright State where I wasn't having
fun and at times it felt like a job. It
wasn't one particular thing that
happened, it was a series of events.
Eventually. Coach Schilling and I
couldn't seeeyetoeye on anything
on or off the court and I knew this
relationshiphad tocome loan end."
added Pardon.
Pardon plans to finish fall quarter

WSU loses sophmore point guard, Brandon Pardon
released.
The Haiders season officially
begins Oct. 16 when Midnight
Madness rolls into the Nutier

Center. The first regular season
game is scheduled for Nov. 14 at
Old Dominion.

Lambda investigates campus clean-up

Antz is no
small thing
P- 9-

UAB Oct.
programs
p. 6

at WSU before transferring.
"A few schools have already called
Wright State asking for my release
(from scholarship). I can't be too
specific, but I will keep my options
open and will visit a few schools
over break before making my
decision." said Pardon.
"We strive to attain excellence in
all areas of our players' lives.
Striving to be the best docs not
come without expectations and
responsibilities. The reasons that
led to Brandon's decision to leave
Wright State are the same ones that
make us a very attractive program
to many other prospects across the
country. Wc thank Brandon for his
contributions to our team last
season and wc wish him the best in
his future endeavors." said
Schilling.
Pardon leaving WSU is not the
only black mark against the men's
basketball team this year.
According to the records
department of Fairborn Police.
Sophomore forward Ryan Gros •
was cited for a DUl by the Greene
County Highway Patrol on 9/25.
Consequences regarding Grose's
violation have not officially been

Physical Plant keeps
campus "clean."

"I was informed at 11 p.m. that the ic ft alone along with Iniervarsity Chrischalkings would be removed for the tian Fellowship chalkings. according
'cleanliness and presentation of the to Barlcay.
When asked if they could re-chalk
Lambda Union has contacted Af- University because Governor
firmative Action on campus regarding Voinovich was coming to campus'," the sidewalks lhai evening, they were
said
Wiedertiold
about
a
phone
call
told
by a Public Safety officer lhat they
the erasing of their chalkings and has
officiallyfileda complaint against the received from Public Safely Officer would be arrested for defacing public
property, criminal misuniversity. LU
members arc
"Just because Voinovich is coming, there is no chiefand disoidcrly conduct, said Barclay.
currently inreason to erase our first amendment rights,"
Simonc Polk, direcvolved
-SharonWiederhold, president of Lambda Union
tor of Public Safety was
w s i ' adminnot aware of any
istration
officer's involvement. She also staled
come to a decision that may prevent Daniel Shuman.
An officer in full uniform was later that it was noi Public Safety who initithese happenings in the fulure.
"If we're not satisfied with ihe seen by Aaron Barclay. LU member ated the chalkingremoval."Chalkings
universities decision, worefuseto be removing the chalkings near the Quad. are not necessarily a Public Safety
silent anymore." said Sharon Barclay questioned tlic officer's ac- issue." said Polk. "It's our aim to proWiederhold. president of LU. "It's far tions and was lold the chalkings could tect therightsof university members."
he potentially offensive. "There was
Information given to l.U memfrom over."
Side walk chalkings created by LU nothing blalanily offensive about the bers says ilie chalkings were erased
chalking*."
said
Barclay
due
to
Physical Plant Mating tlicy were
on Wednesday. Sept. 30 were washo)
Barclay was informed by tin.- ot- poiemiallv offensive. Physical Plant
away laicr thai night by Public Safety
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SG sponsors parking forum
« a concern. Wc liked the sugges- will be addressed by Rob Kretzcr.
tion of the parking forum, so that director of Parking and Transporpeople could better understand the tation. and Vicki Davidson, assisStudent Government is address- situation. Those who don't like park- tant vice-president of Facilities
ing parking at Wright State Univer- ing now have a chance to be involved Planning and Management.
"SG thought it would be good
sity by holding a public forum in and speak out," said Todd Koehn,
hopes of answering student ques- vice-president ofStudentGovernmcnt. for Rob Kretzer and Vicki
Davidson
to speak since they work
The
forum
will
be
moderated
by
tions and giving everyone a chance
Donna Schlagheck, director of Inter- so heavily with parking and with
to voice their opinion.
"There are people who feel we national Studies and professor of Po- the Master Plan" said Koehn.
Koehn feels that many stuhave a parking problem and we know litical Science. Those in attendance

By KATHERINE L. GUTWEIN
News Writer

dents don't understand WSU's construction plans and that may be a
factor in the number of questions
they have about parking.
"As a whole, the student body
probably doesn't know that much
about the Master Plan to improve
the campus. Since part of the plan
involves parking, this is a way for
students to be more informed about
what is going on. They will have a

chance toask questions on why parking spaces were taken out, why the
number of parking passes has not
been cut back, and they can get
answers from the people in charge
of those areas," said Koehn.
The forum takes place Oct. 7 at
noon on the Quad. Any questions
about the forum can be taken to
Student Government in W024 Student Union or call at 775-5508.

P Motion made to stop funding
By MICHAEL D. PITMAN
News Writer
Student Government donating
money to other organization's
events was discussed at its Oct. 2
meeting.
Throughout the year. SG will
receive many requests for funding
for various events and activities. A
motion was made by Todd Koehn.

vice president of Student Government. to table the vote to not donate
any money for student organization's
activities this school year.
"Wc are not in the business of
lending money," said Koehn.
SG docs have a large budget, but
it is smaller than most people think.
A fter salaries and bil Is are paid. there
is not much money remaining to lend
toother organizations. !f this motion

Campus Crime
from the Math and Microbiology
ASSAULT
Sept 28: A Forest Lane resident Building.
reportedreceivingdeath threats in Oct 1: A Faiibom resident reported
the theft ofamotor vehiclefromLot 4.
Forest Lane.
Oct 1: A Faitbomresidentreported The vehicle was later found in a field
being harassed as they walked through where it had been set on fire. The
vehicle and contents were a total loss,
Lot 4.
valued at $4935.
DRUG OFFENSES
Oct3: Aju venile was issued acitation Oct 2: A Vandaliaresidentreported
the theft of Sony Discman, valued at
for drug paraphernalia.
DRIVING
UNDER THE $95fromthe RussEngineenngCcnter
Oct 2: A Daytonresidentreported the
INFLUENCE
Sept 26: A Donnelsville resident theft of a wallet $12, three expired
was taken into custody for driving credit cards, a MAC card. and a dn vers
under the influence and transportedto license valued at $52fromBiological
Sciences Buikling.
Fairbomjail.
Oct 2: A Sodexho employee reported
LARCENY/THEFT
Sept 24: An Ealonresilientreported the theft of boxes of steak and chicken
tlie theft of a WSU-issued cell phone patties, valued at $208fromtheStudent
valued at $300,fromAllyn Hall.
Union.
Sept 28: A Dayton resident reported LIQUOR OFFENSES
the theft of a tower CPU valued at Sept 28: A minor was cited for
I $700 from the lobby of the Fredrick underageconsuinptionofalcolx>!and J
later transportedfrontHamilton Hall
I A. White Center.
| Sept 28: A Dayton resident reported to Kettering Hospital.
j the theft of a pizza pocket from a Sept 29: A Ccntervilleresidentwas
cited tor underage consumption and
jrefrigeratorin the Student Union,
j Sept 28: A Eatonresidentreported possession ofalcohol in Hamilton Hall.
i damage and the theft of an amplifier Sept 29: Two Daytonresidentswoe
I and radar detector, valued at $1000 cited for underage consumption or
possession ofalcohol i n Hamilton Hall.
| from a car parked in Let 11.
j Sept 30: A Daytonresidentreported SEX OFFENSES
j thetheftofacompactdiscplayer.two Sept 30: A former WSU student was
speakers, a compact disc, an amplifier, the instigator of public indecency in
and a wooden speaker holder, valued the men'srestroomat Oclman V tall.
Oct 1: A Faiibom resident reported
at $892froma car parked in Lot 7.
Sept 30: APairtwmresidentreported sexual harassment and indecent
the theft of a textbook valued at $62 exposure while walking in Lot 4.

receives enough votes to pass,
organizations seeking funding
will need to see the budget board.
There are two divisions to the
budget board, one time funding
and yearly budgeting.
If the motion does not pass.
SG suggests that all organizations go through the budget board
first for assistance. Although SG
may not offer financial assistance. SG will still sponsor
events.
Andy Wright,committee representative of the undergraduate
curriculum and policy commit-

tec, recapped information that was
discussed at the meeting. Responsibility for the drop/add policy was
the subject discussed
"There are still some problems
to be ironed out," said Wright.
The decision was tabled for the
next UCP committee meeting and
currently is the responsibility of
the Registrar.
The President's inauguration,
taking place on Nov. 20 at the
Nutter Center, was also discussed.
Flic following day will be the inaugural gala, which will include a
reception, dinner and dancing. The

current proposal for the event is to
hold it in the Student Union Multipurpose room, but there will be
more people invited than the room
will hold.
Perry Moore, provost, is in
charge of the location and menu,
and would like to hold the event
off-campus. Locations being considered arc the Air Force Museum
and The Dayton Art Institute.
The next SG meeting will be
Fri. Oct. 9 in E157 Student Union.
The time has been moved to 6 p.m.
Questions can be directed to the
SG office at 775-5508.

Campus Calendar
• National Depression Screening
Wednesday, October 7
• "The History of the Bible" a from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Student
Union
Formal Lounge.
bible study sponsored b> Life and
• Resident Community AssociaTruth at noon in W025 Student
tion meeting from 3:30 p.m. to 5:30
Union.
• Noon Prayer sponsored by p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• The movie Selena, as part of
Muslim Students at 1:45 p.m. in
Hispanic Heritage Month, will be
W015D Student Union.
• Noon Prayer sponsored by- shown at 5:30 p.m. in 116 Health
Campus Crusade for Christ at 12 Sciences.
• Campus Crusade for Christ
p m in 321 Allyn Hall.
• WWSU general meeting at 4 Primetime meeting at 7:30 p.m. in
E163
Student Union
p.m. in W025 Student Union.
Friday, October 9
• The movie. Good Will Hunt• Noon Prayer sponsored by Caming , sponsored by UAB at 7 p.m.
pus Cnisade forChrist at 12p.m. in 321
in the Rathskeller.
• Seminar by UAB: "Look Ma Allyn Hall.
• Student Government meeting at
A+" at 5 p.m. in tlse Medical Sci6 pjm. in E157 Student Union.
ence Buikling.
• "Review of one Samuel" a bible
• Wright Outdows Etc. meeting at 7 p.m. in W169C Student study sponsored by Life ami Truth
starting at 7 p.m. in 321 Allyn Hall.
Union.
Monday, October 12
• Wright Engineering Council
• Noon Prayer sponsored bv Musmeeting as 7 p.m. in W025 Student
lim Students at 1:45 pjt\. in W015D
Union.
Student Union.
Thursday, October 8
• Noon Prayer sponsored by Cam• Prayer at the Pole sponsored
by Campus Crusade for Christ at pus Cnisade forChrist at 12 p.m. in 321
Allyn
Hall.
8:45 am. at the Allyn Hall Dag
• Golden Key National Honor Sopole.
• Noon Prayer sponsored by- ciety meeting at 1 p.m. inE157B StuMuslim Students at 1:45 p.m. in dent Union.
Tuesday, October 13
W015D Student Union.

• Prayer at the Pole sponsored by
Campus Cnisade for Christ at 8:45
am. at the Allyn Hall flag pole.
• Free meditation sponsored by
the Sahaj Yoga Clubfrom8:30-9:30
p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• Noon F layer sponsored by Muslim Students at 1:45 p.m. in W015D
Student Union.
• College Bowl, sponsored by
UAB, at 7 pjn. in El56 Student
Union.
•Tlx; movie, Evita, shown as part
of Hispanic Heritage Month, at 5:30
p.m. in 116 Health Sciences.
• Minority Association of PreHealth Students (M.A.P.S.) meeting
at 6:30p.m. in 171 Fred WhiteHealth
Center.
Wednesday, October 14
• Noon Praversp. msorcdby Muslim Students at 1:45 p.m. in W015D
Student Union.
• Noon Pnyerspotisorui by Campus Crusade for Christ at 12 p.m. in
321 Allyn Hall.
• WWSU general meeting at 4
p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• Wright Outdoors Etc. meeting
at 7 p.m. in W169C Student Union.
• The movie Bayz in the the Hood,
sponsored by UAB, shown at 7 p.m.
in the Ratheskellar.
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What is that red thing on campus?
By KATHERINE L.
GUTWEIN
News Writer
Wright Stale University is erecting a piecc of public art along side
the new nursing and administrative building by Rikc Hall.
"Whenever the state funds a
building project over $4 million
dollars, I percent must be allocated for art. We decided to use the
money for something public as
opposed to all art inside the build
ing." said Vicki Davidson, assistant vice-president of Facilities
Planning and Management.
A committee at WSU looked at
several proposals, and in July of
1994 was presented with "Turning
Points" by David Black.
"We asked for a sculpture that
related to the educational learning
process. When we listened to David
Black's proposal, he talked about
how the intersecting lines and turning forms represent the changes
that a person experiences during
college. When you encounter new
people and new idcis they have an

affect." said Linda Caron. a member of the initial selection committee and chair of the department of
art and art history.
"In his proposal he said
that the title, "Turning
Points," refers to the movc-

mmnui
ment of ideas and the connectedness of learning." said Davidson.
"We were also looking for an

Ohio artist. David Black is a well
known artist from Columbus, and
he has experience with other

town Dayton as well." said
Davidson.
The sculpture itself is being
made of fabricated aluminum with
red enamel, and the concrete pillars will be covered in white granite. Due to its si/e. building the
sculpture is no small task.
"The plans were for the structure to be 25 feet high. 67 feet wide,
and 35 feet deep. As the building
site has been modified those dimensions may have changed a little,
but Black has been working with
the architect of the new building
and those numbers shouldn't have
been altered too much." said
Davidson.
Davidson said that WSU seems
2 u> have a lack of outdoor art como pared to other campuses and she is
m glad to see this project underway.
"5.
"I think it has been interesting
o to see the progress made and to
c hear comments from people on the
sculpture." said Davidson.
"The piece looks wonderful and
schools, like Ohio State University the design is exciting. I hope this is
not the last thing like this at Wright
and Youngstown State, among othState," said Caron.
ers. He did "Fly Over" for down-

Admin. Office hires new Aerospace
Conference brings
employee
Ohio's best
n n n / f n r\miill
By MIKE D. PITMAN
News Writer

There is a new face in the
Student Union Administration office. Kathy Conway has recently
been hired as student activities
manager. She will be assisting
Union Activities Board and be
active in the division of student
affairs.
Originally from the Cleveland
area, Conway attended Ohio University. In 1995, she received her
bachelor's degree in English.
After her undergraduate studies, Conway taught one year at
Marietta High School, inMarietta,
Ohio. The following year, she
went back to OU and earned her
master's degree in College Student Personnel.
During graduate school,
Conway worked ? graduate
associateship in the office of student activities at O'J. She worked
with the University Program
Council, which i'» the equivalent
to WSU'sUAB.
Conway heard oi the WSU
job opening from a former boss.
Her boss had some Wright Stale
connections, and she was introH.irvH Ir. K a t h v M n r m rKsUlant

v i c e president
vice
ofStudent Affairs
and Enrollment
Services.
By JOSH COUTS
While workAssistant News Editor
ing at OU with the
UPC, Conway
Governor George Voinovich
brought in big
and Wilkinson Wright, grandname acts to pernephew of the Wright brothers,
form. Rusted
spoke before approximately 300
Root and George
attendees and lecturers Thursday
Carlin preformed,
Oct. 1 at the opening reception of
and Greg Luganis
the 1998 National Aerospace Concame to speak.
ference.
Working with the
The symposium, a two and a
UPC Conway
half day dialogue, focused on the
said, "Performing
changes flight has made in the
arts were the only
world, both socially and economiones to bring in
cally.
big
names."
"I am soexcited that the conferConway doesn't
Kathy Conway
ence chose Dayton, the birthplace
see bringing in any acts of that
of Ohio's native sons Orville and
UAB's ="-'ivities, she will be cocaliber to Wright State.
Wilbur Wright, as the location for
"We didn't have a Nutter Cen- ordiiiiting the big events, such as
this conference. You'll find you're
Homecoming and May Daze.
ter," said Conway.
surrounded by a wealth of resources
Conway would like to reach
Conway will work a lot with
here that have a lot to do with
UAB, but she will only be ihcrc tu more people on campus. She
aerospace," said Voinovich.
provide direction and help in gen- wants tofindout interests Wright
The three day event featured
State students most Conway enerating ideas.
topics as varied as flight and public
"It's not for me to decide," said courages students to i< lin the UAB
policy,
gender/race issues, and pubConway. "It's for the students to and committees.
lic perceptions of Amelia F.arhart.
"It's a great w-.y to contribute
decide."
Speakers were experts in scholarAlthough Conway won't be to the Wright otate community,"
l I
directly involved with most of said Conway.

ship. military, the commercial industry and what the future of flight
might hold.
"The conference helped those
attending to think of the big picture
of flight as a social phenomenon
and not just a technical problem to
be solved. It will help give direction for the future of an American
policy on flight," said John
Fleischauer. chair of the National
Aerospace Conference.
The main purpose of the conference was to serve as a springboard for America's celebration of
a century of flight in 2003. The
city, as the home of flight, will be
hosting an international symposium
in conjunction with the Air Force
Institute of Technology. Wright
Patterson Air Force Base, the
Smithsonian Institute, and the University of Dayton at Sinclair.
"I was thrilled at our attendance.
These experts and attendees confirmed the national scope of the
conference and showed that Wright
State was an appropriate host of
the event." said Fleischauer.
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you know
where your rights are?

Wright State is forced, yet again this year, to take up the
question, what is free speech, and who is to decide? Recently.
Governor Voinovich paid a visit to the fair campus of this public,
state-supported university. In what was nrohahlv not acoincidental
move. Lambda Union chalkings
were hosed off The Quad. The reason
given was that officials wanted to
"clean up" the campus, and the
informal chalkings might be
mistaken for graffiti. Fair enough.
Under this same logic. The Rock
was given a fresh, uniform coat of
Advertising Reps - ' omas Sweeney. Mike D paint and a big smiley face. Why
Pitman
then were the lntervarsity Christian
Staff Writers - Matt Daley, Katy Gutwein, Brandy
Fellowship chalkings allowed to
Hollon, Brian Joo. Cherjanet Lenzy, Angela
Musick. Mike 0. Pitman. Dan Stupp. John Watts remain? Might they not be mistaken
for graffiti as well? Or is the
Staff Photographers - Drew Hedleston. Jenn
Smith
assumption that Christians don't
Technology Supervisor- Jason Sanders
engage in vandalism, only
Faculty Mentor - Jefl John
homosexuals and fraternities?
Student Media Coordinator - Gerry Petrak
A second line of inquiry
brought forth the answer that a PublicThe Guardian is primed weekly during the Safety officer had found them to be
regular school year. It is published by students of
Wright State University in Dayton. Ohio Editori- offensiv e. How comforting it is to
als without bylinesreflectthe majority opinion of know that not only is Public Safety
the editorial board Views expressed in columns,
cartoons and advertisements are those of the wnt- looking out for our physical wellets, artists and advertisers
The Guardianreservestherightto censor or being. but that they arc also the
reject advertising copy in accordance with any unquestioned arbiters of good taste
present or future advertising acceptanceralesestablished by The Guardian- All contents con- and high moral standards. Thought
tained herein arc the express property of The police is just what this university needed. We can all feel much
Guardian Copyright privilegesrevertto the writers. artists, and photographers of specific worts better.
after publication. The Guardianreservesthe right
The answer most likely lies in the politics of Voinovich
torepnntworks in future issues
O 193a The Guardian himself.
As governor of Ohio, he is attempting to make the leap
Letters to the Editor
tothe national stage by running foraSenatc scat against Democrat
•The Guardian cncourages letters to
Mary Boyle next month. His own television commercials arc rife
the editor and commentary pieces
from students, faculty,
administrators avid staff
•Letters should be typed, have the
writer's primed full name, address,
daytime phone and class standing (it
applicable)
•Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. on
the Friday preceeding the next issue
•Letters should be kept to 500 words or
fewer
•All letters are subject to editing for
space and content
•Letters which duplicate others may be
omitted
•When responding to another letter,
refer to the date and headline
•Quotes that cannot be confirmed will
not be used
• E-mail to
s005ash@discover.wright.edu

Guardian Phone Numbers
Advertising- 775-5537
Fax:775-5535
News: 775-5538
Editor in Chief - 775-5540
Sports / Features- 775-5536

with references to "family values" and "God-given talents." And the
Republican Party is not known for embracing or even tolerating
homosexuals and other out-spoken minorities. Maybe the governor's
staff fw<\ thai h.- miohi h.; photographed near the chalkings, thus
alienating his constituency.
A desire on the part of the
university not to offend the man who may
or may not have a say in state educational
funding next year is understandable, and
cowardly.
Traditionally.
American
institutions have defined "speech" in many
differing ways. Most often, groups of
people are trying to come to grips with the
question, what is constitutionally protected
free speech, exactly ? Combatants seem to
break down along ideological or party
lines—conservatives argue that erecting a
nativity on public properly or prayer in
public schools is a protected expression of
religious conviction. Liberals, on the other
hand, stand fast beside the concept that
burning an American flag is a protected
means of demonstrating political dissent.
The fact that we are still debating these
issues gives one hope for democracy. One
generation's radicalism is destined to be
the next generation's status quo.
The administration of this
university is not a political avocation. The President and the Board of
Trustees do not run on ideological platforms. It is sad, and frankly a
disgrace to this university that political concerns overshadowed the right
to free speech of ;ts students. By relegating this group of students to the
unseen and the unheard, the administration has denied their worth as
people, and made a mockery of its own commitment to diversity.

Raider Voices

Should every student organization have an
equal right to promote it's events on campus?

S

1 Terfy Flora
1 Brandi Osborn
Senior. Human Resources Management 1 Senior, Psychology

Carol Pease
Junior. MlS/Anthropology

"Oh yeah, why wouldn't they? I think they "I believe everyone should nave inctr own we re supposcu to nave cquat ngms «,•„
they all should have equal rights. We're an rights, absolutely. Everyone has their right everything else, why shouldn't we have them
entire campus, comprised of different to participate or not."
with organizations, too?"
groups."
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OPED
letters to the editor

Points tor discussion
Excellent editorial on pg. 6 of your September 30"1 issue! I
enjoyed your "spin" on recent issues not related to the Starr Report-1
would like to add my 2 cents worth, if I may:
1) I wouldn't get too excited about President Clinton receiving a
standing ovation from the UN general assembly, as Yassir Arafat
has also received standing O's from them before. Also, speaking
out against terrorism to the UN general assembly is hardly
"badge of courage" material.
2) Glad you took the high road in reporting FloJo's death. Too many
others have had to engage in a "whisper-smear campaign" about
possible drug use. She was pure class. Thanks for not doing that.
3) You could have mentioned the National Organization of
Women's complete loss of credibility in their blind support of
President Clinton, while continuing to hold Justice Thomas and
Senator Packwood to higher standards. Even in today's poisoned
political climate, that is pretty darn hypocritical!

You have your beliefs,
I have mine
Cultural

Orplia

You've probably seen my car.
I realize that on a campus of 16.5(H). that's
statement and maybe a little egocentric. But my _.•&
memorable. It's a junker, more than ten years
,•
like a scared rabbit and houses a growing
*vv" •
stickers. It's the stickers that make
'
and they probably go a long
^ o'

kind of a bold
car is lairly
old. which runs
collection of
it fun to drive,
wa
y toward

By Angelle
Haney
holding it together.
comment,
Sometimes, it seems, they invite
was ready to
One afternoon last week, as I
my windshield,
leave campus. I noticed something on ^
assumed it was a
This being Wright Slate, naturally I *
secret Sodexho
ticket. Maybe I had parked in a superThursday. It
spot that was A-/one restricted only on
a note. Someone
wouldn't have surprised me. But no. it was
her day-planner
William West
had taken the time to tear a page from his or
him!!"
and scrawl "Jesus still loves you. Go back to
Freshman
I was offended
My first response was intense anger
my fiery
(EDS. NOTE: The Patkmmd and Thomas cases involved unnamed sexual advances
by levels I didn't know where to direct
on so many
knew best for my
a superior to an employee, not a consensual adulterous relationship.1
destructionfirst.The presumption that this person
assumed that
soul really disgusted me. The author obviously
and
maybe
for some
Christianity is the path to happiness and righteousness. •
found it to be the path to
people it is. Not for those in Jonesiown or Waco, who
Muslims. Hindus, and
subjugation and death. And not for millions of Jew
assumption is that I must be a)
Buddhists around the world. The other incredibly arrogant
After almost being rur. over by a car in a crosswalk. 1 want
unhappy, b) immoral, and c) Christian at some earlier point inmy life (hence the order to "go back!!")
to make drivers aware that cars are supposed to stop for pedestrians
These superior assumptions offended me most of all. I am a happy and well-adjusted person
at crosswalks. Drivers, please stop for pedestrians. Thanks.
(although a regular reading of this column might not give that impression). I follow a strict moral code that
emphasizes honesty, free-will tempered with responsibility and culpability, and compassion for others. I
Daniel Simmons
try to deliberately follow it every day. which is more than I can say for many fair-weather Christians of my
Junior. History Education
acquaintance.
But mostly I w;'; offended because I never would have done it. Don't get me wrong. I am queen
of leaving notes on people's windshields who. say. park illegally in handicapped spaces. And 1 sec bumper
stickers that piss me off all the time. My most recent one is "Abortion Kills Children." which seems to
The Guardian is proud to invite all Wright State students,
assert that women arc morons and have abortions because they don't know what they re doing. Like
faculty, and staff to contribute their thoughts and opinions through our millions of women who have suffered and agonized and come to an incredibly difficult decision arc going
npvA, f,nture frre.speech.com. Comments should be fifty words or less,
to suddenly smack their collective foreheads and go "Oh!" But that is probably another column.
and contain the author's standing and major. Send all messages to the
I believe in tolerance as a virtue, and that everyone has a right to hold and express opinions. The
Op-Ed Editor at s005ash@discover.wright.edu, with "Op-Ed" in the
liberal curse is that we extend tolerance to those who are not prepared to return it. Fundamentalists do not
subject line.
believe that those of dissenting viewpoints deserve a hearing, and so extending tolerance to them can be a
The aim of this new column is to make it more convenient for
dangerous proposition.
members of the WSU community to carry on a public dialogue. But the
I love watching people's lips moving in my rearview mirror as they read my trunk and bumper. 1
only way for this column to fulfill its function is with the participation
love the feeling of belonging I get when I see someone smile because of my stickers. For that instant. I am
of those of you lurking in the labs and dorm rooms in front of glowing
connected with this person I don't know by a common interest or opinion. I am part of something larger.
cathode ray tubes. Send us your poor, your tired, your food service
I don't agree with a lot of opinions that arc plastered on moving vehicles out there, but I will
complaints and child care concerns. The university is listening. All that defend to the end those people's right to hold them. I would ask for the same kind of respect. Doesn't the
remains is for you to speak out.
saying go "Judge not, lest ye be judged," or something like that?
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Prachi Ashcr
Tyffani Munford
| I Kevin "lil' Kcv" V^ashington
Frc|hman. Biomedical Engineering
Graduate Student. SOPP .
1I Sophmorc, Marketing
"Don't they? I think they should. The uni- "Yes. becai all students need to know "They don't? 1 think :
>ing on on campus.. If they ing should be equal,
verse lets them he organizations, anil it should about what's eouv
for one eroun. thev >
let them promote."
don't, they'll think

!

Jim Micciulla
Junior, Special Education
1 that the events being advertised
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UAB brings "A+" and college bowl
"College Bowl is a lot like Jeop- pate as an independent or as a team.
ments to give extra credit to their If we get a good success rate, we'll
students, to get them to come out. definitely try this again next year, ardy because players buzz-into give "UAB willhavesign upsheetsavailanswers
and the questions are trivia able on the door of the UAB office.
This is what UD 101 is all about, to maybe with a different speaker."
Sign ups will go until the thirteenth,"
UAB also will be sponsoring related." said Durham.
Wright Stale University's Union get students acquainted with WSU
The overall winning team will said Durham.
Acitivities Board is sponsoring a and to help them out with things like College Bowl on October 13.
Durham went on to say, "This is
College Bowl is a question and go on to compete against other colstudy skills program called Look test taking." Durham added.
a great opportunity for students to
Durham went on to say. "I think answer game played between two leges in the Great Lakes region.
Ma! A+!, which will be held tonight
get
involved and have fun at the
"UAB pays to send the winners
in the Medical Sciences Building at it would be a good orientation for teams of four students each. There
freshman, but I think that it would are two types of questions asked, to the ACUI competition, which same time."
5 p.m.
Formore information visit W028
GaryTurak,agraduateofComell be good for anyone, to increase your Toss-Ups which are worth lOpoints usually takes place inanotherstate."
Student Union or call (937) 775University, will be running the pro- memory and test taking skills. Al- a peice and Bonuses, worth 20-30 said Durham.
Students can sign up to partiei- 5500.
gram. one which he has presented at most anyone can benefit from that. points each.
schools such as Cornell. Harvard,
the Massachusetts Institute of TechF O R i be;* E D U C A T I O N •> •< d R E S E A R C H C O M M U N I T Y
nology. and other leading institutions.
According to UAB cultural arts
chair LaToya Billingsley. the program is set up to "help students
improve comprehension.concentration. and retention." Turak leaches
techniques on how to double reading speed with full comprehension,
as well as how to increase reading
level and concentration. Turak also
givestipsabout learning tohighlight
important material and memorization.
UAB president Kelli Durham
commented that Turak approached
UAB about doing his program at
Wright State last spring.
"We thought it would be a good
idea to have it at the beginning of the
year, to help incoming people with
study skills," Durham said.
"He's got a proven track record
for helping studen's, and he came
with a lot of recommendations."
Billingsley said. "I also got a lot of
world (based on assets under management).
hen it comes to planning a comfortfeedback from letters I wrote, as
Today. TIAA-CREF can help you
able future, Ames -a's best and
well as from department heads, the
achieve even more of your financial goals.
brightest turn to the expert: TIAA-CREF.
president of the university, the proFrom tax-deferred annuities and IRAs to
With over S230 billion in assets under
vosts. and the head of Student Afmutual funds, you'll find the flexibility
management, we're the world's largest
fairs."
and choice you need, backed by a proven
retirement system, the nation's leader in
Billingsley added that Turak's
history of performance, remarkably low
customer satisfaction,® and the overwhelmprogram will also include audience
participation, with exercises, and free
expenses, and peerless commitment to
ing choice o( people in education, research,
prizes and money to be given away
personal service.
and related fields.
during the session.
Find Out For Yourself
Expertise
You
Can
Couni
On
Although UAB has run lectures
To learn more about the world's preFor 80 years. TIAA-CREF has introin the past, this is the f rst one geared
mier retirement organization, talk to one
directly towards study skills, accordduced intelligent solutions to America's longing to both Durham and Billingsley.
of our retirement planning experts at
term planning needs. We pioneered the
"I think of it as a study skills
1 800 8-12-2776. Or better still, speak to
portable pension, invented she variable
lecture," Durham commented. "It's
one of your colleagues. Find out why,
annuity, and popularized the very concept
geared more towards freshmen, I
when it comes to planning lor tomorrow,
ol stock investing lor retirement. In fact,
think, to help them with tlie stress of
great minds think alike.
we manage the largest stock account in the
college, study skills, and managing
money. They're just coming in and
trying to get the hang of things, and
Visit us on t h e Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org
with tests coming up they may not
know how to study for college exams."
Durham also said that, to attract
Ensuring the future
more students, they asked the heads
f o r those who shape it."
of the departments and colleges to
By MATT DALEY
Staff Writer

OVER ONE MILLION
OF THE BEST
MINDS IN AMERICA
HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM.
TIAA-CREF.

W

advertise the program in class. UD
101. a class set up for students to
adapt to the college environment,
was especially targeted.
"We asked a lot of the depart-

•DAI.BAR. In< . 199?
F.x.riUncr Ra/in+> Pan performance it no guarantee of future retulla CREF Ctrl if
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It's dinner time! A review of area restaurants
By The Guardian Staff

likely be wailed on by some WSU
China's Best
student you know.
China Buffet
With a cacophony of tasty OriPrice: It's really priced about
China Buffet is a savory savior
ental
food,
China's
Best
ranks
very
the same as all the other places on
to those who are hungry and lackthe strip. Pay attention to what you high on the
ing money. The Buffet is roughly
order and how much money is in "Best of
$7.00, but includes just about evyour wallet, the prices don't always
ery tasty main dish, and appematch the quantity of food.
tizer your hungry heart may
Favorite dish: Chicken salad
desire.
sandwich on a croissant.
Service: Good.
Price: You can't
go home hungry with
Damon's
prices like this.
With several convenient
Favorite dish:
locations in the area, Damon's
Vegetable lo mein.
is the place for mouth-watering BBQ in the greater DayGiovanni's
ton area. Each location has
Giovanni's offers a
jumbo-screens for watching
wide variety of traditional
sports and playing interactive
Ita'ian
dishes along with
trivia.
sandwhichcs and salads.
Service: Inconsistent; some
Service: Inconsistent; can go
nights it's wonderful, other nights
scale. When from wonderful to terrible dependit's terrible.
the
hankering
for
Mongolian
ing.
Price: Mildly over-priced for
Price: Very reasonable for
Chicken just won't go away, do the
the quantity of food.
good Italian food.
Favorite dish: The appetizing right thing and get the "Best."
Favorite
dish: Cheese filled
Service:
Beware,
this
place
appetizer. Potato skins.
gets busy! Keep that in mind when manicotti with plain sauce.
f
you decide that Chinese food is the
garnishes. Burbanks
way 10 go at 6 p.m. Friday night. If Olive Garden
Quite possiBurbank's is a little known se- you do have patience, your service
bly the best
The food is the best you can
selection of cret, found if you go the other way will be as great as the food. By the get from a chain Italian restaurant.
A way, the food tastes the same But how can you say no to all you
beer in town. The down Colonel Glenn.
whether you eat there or not.. Try
atmosphere makes vegetarian's nightmare, swine any ordering ahead and picking it can eat breadsticks and salad?
it easy to unwind after a day of style is this spot's specialty. When
Service: Not to shabby.
the service is good, it's very good. up...you'll beat
activity.
Price: Very nice!
Service: Consistently good. However when it's bad you mit ht
Favorite dish: Fettucine
Price: Reasonable and the as well be waiting on yourself.
Alfredo.
Service: Hope you arc one
quantity matches the price well.
Favorite dish: 1/3 lb. cheese- of the lucky ones.
Euro Bistro
Price: Ihe size of
burger with swiss and mushrooms
or the grilled chicken salad with the portions makes
What a beautiful place to
up for the size of
honey mustard dressing.
luncheon! Soothing music. Euthe bill.
ropean food and cozy tables
Favorite
make up the atmosphere of this
Cooker
dish: Pulled
restaurant.
What a great combination of pork and
Service: Quick! It's set up
good old American food that's not combread.
like a tasty assembly line .
too Grandma-ish. It's like mounPrice: Kind of pricey. Try it
tain food meets
out on payday to treat yourself.
New York Cafe Shades
You'll crave the quiche and start
entree. The
saving up for the next excursion.
sweet
Favorite dish: Cheddar potato
Jade
soup and egg dill salad on French
bread. Ooh fa la!
This is one of the most elcrowd.
egant places 10 eat Chinese food in
Price: Definitely af- Don Pablo's
fordable
!
Lunch
has kickin' price
the area. They offer a plethera of
Don Pablo's has a great south
Chinese dishes which are also avail- but dinner won't break your bank of the border feeling. The "texeither. Keep in mind that this mex"restauranthas an upstairs bar
able for take out.
Service: Fast and friendly
shouldn't be a daily excursion or where margaritas, nachos and salsa
Price: A little more than the then you will be hurtin' for cash. are served while you wait.
other Chineserestaurants,but worth
Favorite dish: Moo Shoo VegService:ConsistentIy friendly.
little biscuits they serve are scrump- it.
etables. Ask for it specially...it's
Price: Nearly a bargain.
tious.
Favorite dish: Crab rang* ion orgasmic.
Favoritedish:Nachosand salsa
Service: Great! You will most
along with cheese enchiladas.

Longhorn

If you like foot-tappin' country
The following is a list of vari- music and seeing animal carcasses
ous arearestaurants,with a review while you eat, you are in luck. The
of their services, prices and favor- decorating is a little too much, but
ite dish.
really does not represent the quality of the restuarant.
Service: Exceptional.
T.G.I. Fridays
Price: Equal to the amount of
This is at the head of the pack of food recieved.
Favorite dish: New York
family-orienied restaurants. Fridays has arelaxed,friendly atmo- Strip.
sphere. It also offers a varitable
variety of vegetarian
Cold Beer and
dishes.There is also the
added advantage of being
Cheeseburgers
close to WSU.
The name says it all.
Service: Fast and
The perfect place to have
Friendly.
a delicious cheeseburPrice: Acceptable for
ger topped with your
the main dishes, however,
choice
the appetizers, drinks and
desserts can be pricey.
Favorite dish: Mushrooms, Chicken and
Mushrooms.

Chili's
This is a spicy forerunner in the fami ly restauram race. With a touch
of Texas, many of the
dishes make you want to dip
your head in a trough of water.
Their margaritas are tasty.
Service: It's usually terrible,
but every once in a while, it surprises you.
Price: Relatively overpriced for
the quantity of food recieved.
Favorite dish: Smashed Potatoes and Chili's Pie.

Max and Erma's
Max and Erma's is another family-friendly restaurant, but has
more of a "grown-up" feel. It has a
quieter ambiance than others in the
family restaurant business.
Service: Consistently good.

Price:
Veryreasonable,especially when you realize the
amount of food you actually
recieve.
Favorite dish: Chicken
Quesadillas.
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James crusades through life
By KATHER1NE L. GUTWEIN
and ANGELA MUSICK
For The Guardian

arm crutches.
James is now a full-time staff
member with Campus Crusade for
Christ at Miami University in OxSeven years ago, Stacy James ford.
was an ambitious college student
Every Wednesday, she and
involved with Campus Crusade for other staff members come to work
Christ and planned on someday with the Campus Crusade group at
being a missionary.
Wright State.
She had no idea that her vision
Over the past couple of years,
would be drastically changed, while these weekly visits have given her
the desire to minister would be- the chance to work with the large
come even greater.
number of disabled students at
James was paralyzedtowards WSU.
the end of her junior year of col"I didn't really care about
lege.
people in wheelchairs. I couldn't
"It took a while for me to accept understand why we should worry
what happened. I was 20 years old about things like accessibility for
and a very active person. You ex- such a small pan of the population.
pect doctors to fix everything, but Then I became part of that populathey can't just give you a pill to fix tion, and I saw how much I had
this," said James.
taken for granted." said James.
In spite of the slim chances
"I studied a lot about how God
James was given to ever regain feels about the disabled. He loves
movement, she was able to stay them and cares for them. 1 want to
hopeful through her faith in God let them know that," said James.
and Jesus Christ.
For this reason, she will be
Four months after her acci- holdi ng a Bible study each Wednesdent she was able to walk out of day from 3-4 p.m. in W025 of the
rehabilitation with the help of fore- tudent Union.
ROUTF
LOT 20
7:30 AM
7:40
7:50
8:00
8:10
8:20
8:30
8:40
8:50
9:00
9:10
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10:00
10:10
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10:30
10:40
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11:00
11:10
11:20
11:40
12:00
12:20
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7:35 AM
7:45
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8:05
8:15
8:25
8:35
8:45
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9:15
9:25
9:35
9:45
9:55
10:05
10:15
10:25
10:35
10:45
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11:05
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11:45
12:05
12:25
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7:45 AM
7:55
8:05
8:15
8:25
8:35
8:45
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9:05
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9:35
9:45
9:55
10:05
10:15
10:25
10:35
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11:05
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11:35
11:55
12:15
12:35

All shuttles are wheelchair accessible
N o charge for Routes 1 and 2.
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LOT 20
12:30 PM
12:50
1:10
1:30
1:40
1:50
2:00
2:10
2:20
2:30
2:40
2:50
3:00
3:10
3:30
3:50
4:10
4:30
4:50
5:10
5:30
5:50
6:10
6:30
6:50

Outdoor Rec camps out
By JOSH COUTS
Assistant News Editor

James' ministry is ailed "Walking Victorious" bcause it is what
she docs every day and what she
hopes to convey to those around
her.
The Bible study she is leading
is not just for disabled students.
She feels that it can help anyone
who wants to know more about
God and how to understand people
with disabilities.
James feels that relating to a
person with a disability is not as
hard as it may seem.
"The differences we perceive
are not always there. I have the
same dreams and goals that anyone
else does. We all struggle. I just
wear my problems on the outside
and a lot of people wear them inside." said James.
Anyone with questions can
come to the Bible study and talk
with James personally, but she can
also be reached by e-mail at
james22@fuse.net She also encourages people to check her web
site, www.walkingvictorious.com.
(/Catherine Gutwein is a member of Campus Crusadefor Christ.)
, FRI.
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The Outdoor Recreation office is planning an overnight
camping trip for October 17 and
18 at John Bryan State Park in
Yellow Springs.
The total cost of the trip
will be 10 dollars per person,
which will include transportation
and two meals, to be prepared at
the campsite.
"Sleeping bags and tents are
available on an extremely limited basis, so students are encouraged to bring their own if they
want a good night's sleep," said
Quinn Parks. Outdoor Recreation
Trip Coordinator.
Weather could be inclement, so students are encouraged
todress warmly and to bring bags
suitable for possible 30 degree
overnight weather.
Also planned for the weekend will be some hiking and rock
climbing, with support from
WSU ROTC.
There will be a pre-trip meeting for interested students on Oc-

tober 9th at 4:30 p.m. in E157A
Student Union.
The costs of such planned
student events are subsidized by
Outdoor Recreation, a department in it's second year of existence under Campus Recreation.
As much as 1/3 to 1/2 of the
costs of each event are picked
by the department keeping the
overall fee paid by the students
low and enabling more students
to participate in more events.
Participation at Outdoor
Recreation's first event of this
school year, a canoeing trip on
the Little Miami River on September 23, was outstanding and
Parks hopes the turnout for this
and future events will continue
to rise.
Outdoor Recreation is also
planning a ski trip to Mad River
M*untain,arock climbing tripto
Urban Krag and several more
events for winter quarter.
To get involved in Outdoor
Recreation, contact Quinn Parks
at 775-5815 or send e-mail to
outdoor@ wright.edu.
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1:15
2:00
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FOREST
LANE
7:20
8:05
8:50
9:35
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11:50
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1:20
2:05
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7:25
8:10
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10:25
11:10
11:55
12:40
1:25
2:10
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7:35
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9:05
9:50
10:35
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12:50
1:35
2:20
3:05
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Shuttles run o n l y while classes are
in ssession a n d d u r i n g Finals W e e k .
in
( N o s h u t d e d u r i n g breaks o r
university-observed holidays.)
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Fifth Third Bank

Meet with our remitters and
find out more about these
challenging and rewurdmy
opportunities:
Interview Session

fifth Third has. Iri fact, we
hove a wide range of
Management Development
Programs designed to help
you build a rewarding,
long-lasting career with the
nation's leading financial
institution.
Why should you choose Fifth
third Bank for your career'
Here are o few of the many
• Unlimited growth potential
• Aggressive Profit Shoring
• Health. Dental. Vision and
Life Insurance • Stock
Purchase Plan • 401 (k)
savings plan • Paid holidays
and vacations • Educational
assistance plan

Wed., Oct. 1 4 t h a t
Career Services for:
• Systems Analysts
• Operations
Associates
Call 775-2556 for
information.
Fifth Third Bank.
H u m a n Resources Dept..
.18 Fountain Square
Plaza, Cincinnati. OH
45263, Fax (513)
744-8621.
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touol opportunity

Visit our w e b site at
www.53.com
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Antz is nothing to step on
By BRIAN JOO
Spotlight Writer

Have you ®
thought•
CAREER
yet?*

INFORMA
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Woody Allen in an animated
film? Sylvester Stallone. Gene
Hackman and Sharon Stone as
well? These were the common
questions raised over the past
couple of weeks as the hype of
Dreamworks' new computer
animated feature Antz (only the
second fully computer animated fiim ever) continued to
build. These seem to be very
logical questions to very (seemingly) illogical casting. Even I
couldn't believe it when I heard
it. I kept picturing the "Woody
Allen ant" complete with black
framed glasses and neurotic,
whiny tendencies.
As Dreamworks' second
chance to gain on Disney's
monopoly of the animated film
business, I figured this as a
bold, and not to mention intriguing battle strategy. And
you know what it paid off.
After the respectable success of last year's Anastasia
(their first animated venture)
Dreamworks' tried to prove
they could compete with the
Disney machine.
It is still yet to be seen if
they can, but with Antz and the

animated Biblical epic The
Prince of Egypt, due out in
December, they are not lacking in ambition.
Antz is the story of Z
(Allen), one of a billion worker
ants in his colony. Unhappy
with his station in life he is
brought out of his funk during
a surprise encounter with the
beautiful Princess Bala (Stone).
Knowing his chances to gain
the Princess' affection are slim
to none, he persuades his best
friend Weaver (Stallone), a
strong soldier ant, to switch
places with him.
His choice takes a turn for
the worse. Immediately after
sneaking into the soldier ranks
the maniacal General Mandible
(Hackman) orders the troops to
attack an enemy termite colony.
T h r o u g h lucky c i r c u m stances Z survives, and becomes the unlikeliest of heroes.
With his new found image
and some peculiar happenings,
Z and the Princess find themselves in the outside world on
the journey of a lifetime in
search of the mythological
"insectopia". During their adventures General Mandible
makes his own plans to take
over the colony and dethrone

the Queen (Anne Bancroft).
Upon learning this
news, Z and the Princess must
return and lead the revolution
against Mandible and his conformist ways.
Watching the characters in the fiim and hearing the
famous voices behind them is a
real treat. Z really embodies
Allen's cynical and sardonic
ways, but in classic Woodyesque style and humor (I wonder if Allen wrote his own material and accepted an uncredited screenwriting role).
Stallone's Weaver is a perfect r it. He's strong, muscular
and slightly slow-witted in pure
Rocky Balboa tradition.
Stone actually makes an ant
seem attractive, and Hackman's
craftsmanship is present in the
cold, harsh voice of General
Mandible.
Antz is about celebrating
the spirit of individuality in the
face of an overwhelming number of conformities in today's
society.
Z ' s transformation from
lowly worker to instant hero is
a triumph for all.
Antz is at once a special
film of ambition and spirit, as
well as full of humor and wit.

lisahali offers little variety
By SONTINO SCRIMIZZI
For The Guardian

ROUTE/3: SATUMAYS ONL
lAMILTOl
HALL/SU/
V 2:00/
3:00
4:00

FOREST
LANE
_i05
3:05
4:05

/LOT 71

:P BRIDGE
2:10
3:10
4:10

lisahall's debut Is This Real! is
different from most of the music
out there.
They have a sound all their own,
that is not necessarily what would

INTERESTED

be considered normal to the average music listener.
Is This Real? is definitely
weird, and its first track is attention
getting, which I guess is a good
thing.
Kudos for being unique, because it's a bit of a struggle to place

IN STUDYING LAW? *

VI LU GE
206V
3:15
4:15

THE OHIOis.coming
LAWto CARAVAN
.
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY

WOODS/
PINE HALL
2:20
2:45
3:45
4:45

MEIJER
2:25
2:50
3:50
4:50

$1 CHARGE FOR ROUTE 3
(EXACT FARE PLEASE)

OFFICE
DEPOT
2:35
3:00
4:00
5:00

MALL FOOD
COURT
2:50
3:15
4:15
5:15

"DROP OFF ONLY - NO
PICKUPS FOR THESE PUN'S

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 15
5:30PM - 7:30PM
in the

STUDENT UNION, EAST 156
• Meet with admission
counselors from 24
law schools across
the countrv

• Find out about
admission standards
and financial aid

lisahall in a musical context.
Vocally, the lead singer, incidentally named Lisa Hall, is a wee
bit reminiscent of Dolores
O'Riordian of The Cranberries
fame.
Musically, the band evokes a
sort of Dambuilders/Portishead
vibe.
The vocal talents of Hall seem
to push the CD in the various musical dierctions it goes to.
The sound is very synth-ridden
and effect-lieavy.
The songs swing back and forth
from the dark pop sounds of "Connection 17" to the slow, introspective T h e Sign."
Its drawbacks are that lyrically,
the album is non-thematic and
somtimes pretty trite.
The music seems to get mundane the longer you listen.
I let the CD play for a while and
it started to sound like C3PO in
concert with a fax machine.
This disc is certainly not epic.
But there are a few morsels of joy.
like the song/poem "Chocolate."
This track, along with the album's
opener "Comatose," almost make
the album worth a listen.
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Residents benefit from RCA
By MICHAEL D. PITMAN
News Writer
The Residential Community
Association promotes Wright
State's campus by providing
educational and social programs. which meet the needs of
residents. They are the voice
of the students who live on campus.
"We take the student's concerns and try to change things,'
said Amy Davis, director of
programming for RCA.
If you have a problem with
any aspect of residential life,
executive board members of
RCA are available for assistance.
The RCA has planned a variety of different events for the
rest of October.
Residential Community
Weekend is scheduled for October Hand 18. According to
Davis this weekend is designed

riencc," said Davis. "You meet
a lot of great friends and it's a
great time."
This weekend is for residents only and will be held in
Delaware, Ohio ai Recreation
Unlimited. The cost per resident is $40. which includes
transportation, meals, lodging,
and the conference.
The deadline for applications for this trip is Oct. 9 at
noon.
Hveryonc who fills out a
form will get to go to the conference and Recreation Unlimited is handicap accessible, including the surrounding woods.
This weekend is also cosponsored by the National Residential Hall Honorary.
RCA sponsors Halloween
Fest at the Forest Lane Community Center from 6 p.m. until 11 p.m. on Oct. 29.
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1996-1999 executive
Association.

officers

r Residential Community

Give mom
something new
to brag about.

test, hayride. bonfire, and a
cook out. There is no charge
for this event.
"Last year, there was a good
turn out," said Davis.
At the start of November,
there will be a regional conference of the Central Atlantic Affiliate of College and University Residence Halls .
CAACURH will take place
on Nov. 5 and will last until
Nov. 8. Not all residents can
go to this conference, but all
can apply.
From the applications. 11
residents will be chosen to attend. RCA will raise an additional $200 in order for everyone who attends to go free.
The Residential Community
Association has meetings every Thurs. in W025 Student
Union at 4 p.m. For more information. contact RCA at
(937)775-5569 or visit their
office at W045 Student Union.

a n Heart
sociation

can keep your lov e alive

KICKBOXING
2 MONTH SPECIAL

$99.95
w i t h free u n i f o r m

MODEL"MUGGING
W O M E N ' S SELF-DEFENSE SEMINARS
Date: Sun., Oct. 4th & 11th
Time:

3:30 - 5:30

Cost: $ 5 . 0 0 per session

Call 254-7035 to reserve your space!
S, TAMA MARTIAL ARTS
\ 1753 WOODMAN DR. / K\
KETTERING, O H

Fifth Third Bank is consistently among the top perform™ banks
in the country. Salomon Brothers gave us the # 1 spot in its Annual
Performance Ranking (or the sixth consecutive year. Financial
World Magazine named us the 11 bank mong the country's 100
largestfinancialinstitutions two years in a row Out success can
be attributed to the dedication aid service provided by the
excellent employees of Fifth Third Bank We are currently seeking
individuals who wilt continue this trend of excellence' Many
Stations may be availablerightin your own neighborhood. We're
looking tor dedicated, hard workng individuals to HI the following
opportunites:

Customer Service Representatives
(Tellers)

Determined Individuals possessing a high school diploma or
equivalent combination of education and'or experience, with
strong math skills, sales experience, and excellent customer
service skins, are encouraged to become either fun-time a
3art time CSRs at locations throughout the Dayton and
Springfield areas Part-time positions have set schedules of
20-25 hours per week

Direct Loan Interviewer

This ndividual will crass-sell direct loan products to customers.
Successful candidates will possess experience in selling and
lelemaiketmg Experience with lendng institutions preferable,
hough not required Must have a strong customer focus and
telemarketing exposure.

Banking Center Managers
We are seeking individuals with bankng/retad experience, a proven
track record in business development and sales, aid strong custoner
and employee relations experience.
Successful Banking Center Managers must possess a Bachelor's
degree or equivalent combnation of education and'or experience
related to thefinancialand retail industries; a minimum of three years
of banking/retail experience: arid a minimum of one year of
experience as a manager of a branaVdepartment Sales and lending
experience is strongly preferred

Securities Representatives

Fifth Thud Securities. Inc., a subsidiary of Fifth Third Bank, is seeking
proven, successful individuals with two or more years of securities
sales experience with an enthusiastic focus onffiecustomer. Abroad
knowledge of investment and annuity products ana a demonstrated
commitment to ethical behavior are essential
Successful candidates will possess a professional image,
self-confidence, personal motivation, a strong and sincere personality
and must hold NASD Series 7 & 63 Life and Health bisurance licenses.
For consideration, please mail or fax a resume
to the Fr*'-Third Bank Remitting 0«pt, Fifth ThWC«nter,
110 N. hum St, Dayton, OH 45402, Attn: Human Resources,
fa* 937/22&-82S2

With 60 years of proven success getting students into
the schools of their choice, w^'re the chosen leader in
test prep. Just ask anyone who's taken Kaplan. They
can easily be found at a grad school near you.

£aol OKW««V*!f»mjht Acton Employ WFft

1 -800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplaw^rr
Test names are registered trademarks ol their respective owners

ay

®Fifth Third Bank
Wwkiiw Hard To Be Tilt Only Hank You'll Bw Need?

The world leader in test prep
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SPORTS

Men's soccer tops CSU; ties Buckeyes
Overtime thrillers vault Wright State over .500for first time
By DAN STUPP
Sports Writer
With a tie against Ohio State and
an overtime win against Cleveland
Slate, the Wright State men's soccer
team pushed their record above .500
for the first time this season.
Against the Buckeyes, the Raiders once again used an aggressive
offense to forcc a I -1 tie.
Trailing 1-0 late in the second
half, the Raiders used a brilliant
pass by Marco Elcock to tie the
game with less than ten minutes left
in the second half.
On the goal, Elcock flicked the
balloffhis heeltofellowTrinidadian
Travis Sobers, who then made a
perfect through ball to Ryan
McNichol, who in turn punched the
ball in the back of the net to tic the
game 1-1 with his first goal of the
season.
In the overtime period, the Raiders averted disaster as a Buckeye
goal was overturned because of a
handball. The action was fast and
furious during ihe overtime period

as both teams desperately looked
for a game ending goal.
After the game, coach Hilton
Dayes seemed pleased to come out
with a tie. "After pia vi ng well u<
get into overtime, y or
away with a loss," said ' •c...
Another concern ti.a. coach
Dayes might have had was to come
away from the game without any
injuries.
The game against the Buckeyes seemed to be one of the more
physical games of the year with the
referee handing out seven yellow
cards ( four against the Buckeyes,
three against the Raiders). Although the refci' Je gave out seven
cards, it could have been a lot worse
as players from both teams went
flying on nearly every play.
After playing the Buckeyes
even, the Raiders then played their
first Midwestern Collegiate Conference game against Cleveland
Stale on October 4.
For the second game in a row.
the Raiders scored a late goal to
send the game inloovertime. With

ihe four seconds left in the game,
Brian Syska scored his 4th goal of
the year to tie the game I -1.
Travis Sobers once again came
through in overtime scoring a goal
to give the Raiders a 2-1 victory.
The goal was Sobers' 4th goal of
the season lying Syska for the team
lead.
This season. Wright Stale has
been involved in four overtime
games with a record of 3-0-1.
Senior goalie Dan Cwiklik has
been untouchable in overtime allowing no goals.
When considering all of the
extra time for overtime, it makes
Cwiklik's stats lhai much more
impressive.
The Raiders will now take their
5-4 1 record to Indianapolis on
Thursday, October8 where Wright
State will take on IUPUI.
After the non conference game,
the Raiders will head north to take
on conference rival WisconsinGreen Bay on Sunday. October, 11
at I p.m..

The WSU men's soccer team kicked around the
Cleveland State Vikings this past weekend

Roller coaster
Cross Country teams finish
season continues for
strong at Lakefront Invitational
WSU volleyball team

Men place 10th out of 39 teams
By JOHN WATTS
Sports Writer
It was an exciting weekend for
the Cross Country learn.
The ladies and Ihe men ran in
some of the biggest competition of
the year each yielding good results. capitalizing on the opportunity to showcase their skills in front
of many schools.
The Loyola Lakefront Invitational in Chicago proved to be the
largest meet of the season thus far
showcasing sixteen women's
teams, as well as thirty-nine men's
leams.
Over 350 women laced up the
running shoes on Saturday with six
representing Wright Stale University.
Leading the way for Ihe Raiders was Emily Hampshire, who
placed 99"1 with a time of 20:09.

Holly Uber came in at 20:39 and
Liz Miller came in ai 21:01.
The Raiders as a whole placed
29th while Eastern Kentucky took
first place.
Of the girls, coach Mike
Baumer cued confidence as the
next mountain to climb. "We need
to get the girls to have a little confidence. Their ready to run. said
Baumer"
The men ran inlo a huge slate of
competition pairing Wright State
against the likes of Louisville,
Bowling Green and IUPUI just to
name a few. In all 39 teams and
360 runners laced up for the competition.
The men had a excellent finish
at lC* place. Not only did the
Raiders make a great showing to
the other teams, they also had the
opportunity to celebrate a great
meet for themselves. "We were

happy to sec that. To finish that
high'' said Baumer. No doubl considering that the men managed to
post some of their best individual
scores as well as the outstanding
team finish. Adam Meier led the
team with a 26'" place finish including a time of 26:14. Matt
Roessner and Matt Freyhof finished 62»' and 6.V (26:54. 26.55).
Wright State Univ. will host
the MCC Basketball
Luncheon Tuesday, Oct 20
at 11:30 a.m. In the Student
Union's Multipurpose
room. The Luncheon will
Include talks from both Ed
Schilling and Lisa Fitch a"
well as the preseason MCC
polls. Cost Is $5.00 lot
WSU students. Please
make reservations no later
than next week by calling
775-2771

By JOHN WATTS
Sports Writer
As the ride continues, we continue to gel two different looks
from the Wright Slate women's
volleyball team. The 6-9 Raiders
continue to show flashes of great
play at limes, but then somehow
lapse back into mediocracy. This
past weekend would be no different as the ladies traveled to Illinois.
On Friday. October 2, the ladies courted up against Loyola of
Chicago. The Raiders lack of offence crippled them in the first
two games. The third game was
extremely competitive, but still
left Ihe Raiders short as they fell in
three straight games. Carrie
Monnes carried a bulk of the load
with her 9 kills, followed up by
Michelle Sours with eight. Final
scores were 15-3,15-5, 15-12.

With the loss fresh on their
minds, the ladies sel out to avenge
the set back. Unfortunate for
University of Illinois Chicago,
they would have to take the court
against the Raiders. Thefiredup
Raiders went into a long five
game match coming out with the
victory.
Monnes had 28 kills which
led all players in the game.
Joanna Downie had a solid performance with 15 kills and defense leading 18 digs.
Final scores included 17-15,
10-15.15-13,7-15 and 15-13.
Wright State, who is 2-2 in
ihe MCC, is certainly showing a
flash of compctitveness that if
harnessed, could propel these
Raiders along way in Ihe season
ending tournament. This weekend has the ladies in action
against Cleveland State on Saturday October 10.

Women s soccer defeats Wisconsin Green Bay 2-1
By B R A N D Y H O L L O N
Sports Writer

The Wright State Women's
soccer team picked up a long
awaited victory on Friday. Oct. 2
against MCC rival WisconsinGreen Bay 2-1.
This victory brings the Raiders
record to 3-5 on the season.
The Raiders pulled together for
the win both offensively and defensively. Junior midfielder. Taryn
Jones contributed tremendously

with assists on both Raider goals Green Bay team. The Green Bay
players were only able to score onescored.
Midfielder, Laura Scnkowski goal on the tough Raider defense.
It was a combination of well
scored the first goal for the Haulers
with 25:51 left in the first half and executed offensive and defensive
senitir forward. I leather F.nnenu>ser efforts by the Raiders that made
put it away for the Raiders with the the difference in this victory.
The Wright State women's socgame winning goal in the second
cer team will return to play this
half.
Defensively, the Raiders were Friday, Oct. 9 at our home field
also displaying their talent with when they host Western Illinois at
senior goalkeeper Amy Toms sav- 4 p.m. and again at WSU on Suning an impressive seven attempted day, Oct. 11 at 12:30 p.m. when the
shols by the opposing Wisconsin- Raiders will lake on Crci
MEN'S TENNIS UPDATE:
By Brandy Hollon

The Raiders moved to3-5 with the win over UWGB

iVSU men's tennis team, coached by
Foster, recently completed a successful
to the BGSU Invitational.
Darius Prier captured victory in the "F" Flight
division, winning all four of his matches to
claim the title. The tandem of Turner and
McCorkle took first place in the doubles "D"
and Mike Brush and Chad Camper
finished as runners-up in their respective
singles brackets. The W S U women's
tennis team plays at U D M this weekend.

Welcome back students!

$

7 . 5 0 per

hour

Tuition Assistance
as a preloader at

ARC Y O U A N I G H T O W L I

Earn $7.00 an hour to .tart I

T u i t i o n m i t t a n c e available a f t a r JO d a y *
A d v a n c v m a n t O p p o r t u n i t i e s available
W o r k up to 25 h o u r * a w e e k
Shift b« S lns at 2:00 a m
Alto accepting application* f o r evening * h i f t
H u l l be 18 yeart old to apply
A p p l y in P e r s o n a t :
RPS
7 9 2 0 C e n t e r Polnr Blvd.
H u b a r Heights. O H 45424
(513) 236-6774
Females and Minorities e n c o u r a g e d to apply
Equal Opportunity
Affirmative
Action Employer

Looking for
T h e Best and the Brightest!
DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Seeking individuals to fill full and
part time positions supporting
desktop publishing projects related
to your preserving your
college/university memories.
Must have:
Pagcmaker and Interact
Experience
You should also have:
Excellent Interpersonal and
Communication Skills
APPLY TODAY"
Call 1-513-683-7979 for an application
Exdusivclry / n n f p n X
affiliated with

Start your semester off right and make Kinko's your resource, day or night, for great
products and services, like black & white copies and in-store computer rental.
• Presentation materials
• Full-color copies
« Resume services

4<t BLACK & WHITE COPIES

• Internet Access
• Digital color output directly from
jour disk to our color printers

BHHBHEEEi
C04*

DAYTON
2646 Colonel Glenn Hwy. a 429-2585

kinko's

AAC325 |

I

9>3»98

to.

DAYTON

H« ' *

?646 Colonel Glenn Hwy. • 429-2585

kinko's
I AAC326 I

An equal
opportunity
employer

NUTTER CENTER
NOW HIRING
TECH CREW
FLEXIBLE HOURS • GOOD PAY
Duties include setting up arena for basketball
games, hockey games, and concerts!!

For more info call Jeff or
Mark at 775-4733

•flDHCSDtU. UCIOBEft 2. ,S9U

#1 Ohio Staie smothers Penn State 28-9
the second half, but couldn't budge have had excellent piay front sophothe stingy Buckeye defense and more outside 'backer Na'il Diggs.
were forced to punt, almost.
junior corncrback Ahmed Plummer
Junior safety Percy King darted and senior strong safety Damon
An upset was brewing in rainy
Ohio Stadium last Saturday. With up the middle and blocked the punt Moore.
4:00 remaining in the first half, attempt by PSU's Pat Pidgeon.
The Ohio Slate defensive line,
number seven Penn State had the OSU's Joe Cooper recovered in the the achillies heel of the '97 unit, has
end
zone
and
the
block
party
was
bail and a 3-0 lead over the top
also stepped up their play. Thedon, 21-3.
ranked Ohio State Buckeyes.
line goes an amazing nine deep to
Both squads added touchdowns stay fresh and includes no upperOSU senior outside linebacker
Jerry Rudzinski then changed the to make the final score 28-9.
classmen. The starte.s are: sophoMake no mistake about it. If mores Rodney Bailey, Brent
face of the game when he blitzed
Ohio
State
is
fortunate
enough
to
PSU quarterback Kevin ThompJohnson and Joe Brown along with
son back into his own end zone, go on and capture the National true freshman Ryan Pickett.
forced Thompson to fumble and Championship it will be because of
The OSU defense as a whole
then recovered for a touchdown their "Silver Bullet" defense.
limited Penn State to 181 yards of
Nothing against Germaine, total offense and yields just over
that gave the Bucks a 7-3 lead.
A little overthree minutcslater, Wiley, David Boston, Dee Miller 200 yards per game for the season.
and
the rest of the talented BuckOhio State junior tailback Michael
C O L L E G E FOOTBALL
Wiley reached paydirt courtesy of eye offensive arsenal, but OSU's NOTEBOOK:
a 23 yard touchdown pass from defensive unit, led by coordinator
Second-ranked Nebraska, the
senior quarterback Joe Germaine. Fred Pugac, is the best collegiate co-defending National Champions,
Suddenly, the Buckeyes held a defense in recent memory.
continues to be the the most puzAside from inside linebacker zling team in the land. First. Louicommanding 14-3 lead at halftime
Andy Katzenmoyer and corncrback siana Tech racked up 559 yards
and never looked back.
The Lions got the ball to start Antoine Winfield. the Buckeyes through the air against the
By DAVID BIDDLF
Sports Editor

o

o

Cornhuskers in the season opener
(Nebraska did win 52-27). Then.
Nebraska came back to wax number eight Washington 55-7 a month
later. Finally, last week the Huskcrs narrowly escaped with a 24-17
win over a mediocre Oklahoma
State team..
Purdue sophomore quarterback
Drew Brees has developed into one
of the brightest young talents in the
land. Brees threw for 522 yards
(31-36) and six touchdowns, both
school records, in the Boilermakers 56-21 rout of Minnesota...
Heisman Trophy watch: Kentucky junior QB Tim Couch still
seems to be the front-runner even
after his average performance in
UK's 27-20 loss to Arkansas. Texas
running back Ricky Williams is
right on the heels of Couch though.
Others to look out for: Syracuse QB Donovan McNabb. UCLA
QB Cade McNown and Central
Florida QB Daunte Culpepper.

(Hf SUA

THE GUARDIANS
'
TOP 20 COLLEGE
FOOTBALL POLL
1) Ohio State
2) Nebraska
3) UCLA
4) Kansas State
5) Tennessee
6) Georgia
7) Virginia
8) Florida State
9) Florida
10) Arizona
11) LSU
12) Oregon
13) Wisconsin
14) Penn State
15) Colorado
16) Missouri
17) N.C. State
18) W-~st Virginia
19) Texas A&M
20) Notre Dame
Special lhanki <o WWSlTt Ban Dolberr and
Killa Bee for voting in our poll
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Mob Mondays
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Current experiments schedule:
Oct 12 —?Wanna play call Too Dons Productions?
Oct 19 - Acid Overture
Oct 1 6 - The Komandos, Universal Dialect,
Blank Description
Nov 2 — DJ Competition (if you DJ sign up now!! )

n c- GH&TEL

' ' JMMJ

:> Hallotyeen\\
mperdinchb-ch

glish and perforin eft Hall

vt

mM

nformcii at Memorial Hill

Monday at W S U

Free hi-tech musical/art experiments conducted for your
entertainment and safety
!!!!!!!!'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!" " ' 1 " ' 1 " " • 1 '''" "''"''"»»'

TooPhone:
Dons
Droductlons
[937] 879-0147

e-mail:toodons@hotmail.com
Wanna playp
web page: www.geociUes.com/sunsetstrsp/backstage/1609

" October 24 & 30
and Novemb^o 1- • ?,v* ' v-2

> y*U':*:..a-certatibras^
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228.SING
..Victor jiThcatrtf Ax&ci
:ct Ccnti l

Opera makes a great date!
wWComiv
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CLASSIFIEDS

S1J>00\ WKKKI Y'!
Sluff envelopes al home for S2.00 each
plus great bonuses Work F/Tor P/T.
Make al leasl $800 a week. guaranteed!
Free Supplies No experience necessar> stan right away For free details, send
one stamp to: N-IW. 12021 Wilshire
Blvd.. Suite 552. Los Angeles. CA
90025.
Ildp Wanted' Apply today at Security
Alert Positions available. Sales Rep.SIOOS250 per deal. Installers with wired
knowledge, SI00+ per installation;
Telemarketer. $75 for 1st sale. S50 for each
additional sale. If interested, contact Bill
Todd at 513-469-1660 or Eric at 258-2291
Nursery Attendant needed for Sunday
Mornings Alcy United Methodist Church
Kemp Road. Beavercreek Nursery Ages.
Birth to 35 months Time: 8:15am to 12:30
pm Pay $35 The Nursery Ministry is
seeking 2 people to work alternating
Sundays Nursery Attendant w ill be assisted
by Alcy Church nursery volunteers.
Please contact Joyce Longworth. Director
of Christian Education at 426-3988 for more
Boh Evans in Fairborn has immediate
openings. Hiring PT/FT Grill Cooks.
Kitchen Prep. Servers. Buscrs. Dish Tankers
for AM & PM shifts. Benefits include
401K. Paid Vacations. Stock Plan. Gift
Ceitificale Bonuses. & Medical & Dental
insurance. Apply at 2646 Col. Glenn
Highway - ross from the Nutter Center or
call 427-0442 anytime between 6am-10pm.

e r H o o p s
We need a few people to help us work on
special pre season basketball ticket sales
Flexible hours 9-5. Mon-Fri Hourly &
Commission If you have some time, like
spoils & need cash. Apply in Nutter Center
Press Room Gate 9. Turn left. Enter last
doors on the right
See Nathan
Hughes.No callsplease.

Can you sing country** Looking to form a
duet
Call me at 837-3744.
X-5pm
Ask
for
Matt.

Spring Break Travel was I of 6 small
businesses in the USrecognizedby Better
Business Bureaus for outstanding ethics in
the marketplace' springbreaktravel.com
I - 8 0 0 - 6 7 8 - 6 3 8 6 .
Early Spring Break Specials! Bahamas
Party Cruise' 6 Days $279' Includes Most
Meals! Awesome Beaches. Nightlife!
Departs from Florida' 1998 BBB Award
Winnerlspringbreaktravel.com
I - 8 0 0 - 6 7 8 -6 3 86
Early Specials' Cancun & Jamaica! 7
Nights Air & Hotel from $399' Includes
Free Food. Drinks. Panics! 1998 Better
Business Bureau Award Winner!
springbreaktravel com 1-800-678-6386.
Early Specials! Panama City! Room with
Kitchen $129! Includes 7 Free Panics!
Daytona $ 149! New Hotspot - South Beach
$129!
Cocoa
Beach
$149'
springbreaktravel com 1 -800-678-6386.

three! care for Autistic Adults in a small
group home located near the Dayton Mall.
Mi&e $726/month for working three
weekends per month Off Holidays. For
info, call Kathy at 513-897-1940
W O R K O P P O R T U N I T Y
Be a part of an innovative and highly
successful in-home, educational
intervention program. Receive on-going
professional training, while helping a
developmentally delayed child through an
applied behavioral approach Enthusiastic
working environment.
Part-time.
Dependability is critical Must be energetic
and creative Excellent compensation. For
an interview, please call 335-0514
CASHIER
Immediate part-time cashier opening after
school.
Starting 7:30 pm till late night, weekdays,
and weekends
at Sunoco Gas Station in Springfield
20 miles from WSU.
Good salary starling from S6-S7.50
Apply at Sunoco: 2253 S. Limestone
Street. Springfield
or call 1-888-285-OI3I or 429-3320
(in Springfield) 324-4961.
SlOOO's
POSSIBLE
TYPING
Part-time. At Home. Toll Free 1-800-2189000 Ext
T-8253 for listings.
Childcare needed in my house. I work and
need help a few nights a week. We live 10
minutes from WSU. Beavercreek. We need
ic right away Please call 429-8669
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE. Must have
completed Accounting 201. Located 15
minutes from WSU Hoursflexiblearound
your schedule. Call 22-7753 for interview
appointment David's Uniforms 342 Troy
D -

51

THE GUARDIAN

ABORTIONS TO 24 WEEKS
Pnvatc Medical Practice
Low Fees Prompt Appointments
WOMEN'S MED CENTER 293 3917
Internet www gynpages coin/medplus
ABORTION
ALTERNATIVES
Call 276 5400 (Dayton) or 426-4238
(Beavercreek) for compassionate choices
DATES - Gl'YS & GAI-S - DATES
CALL 1-900-407-7782, EXT. 7230
$2 99 Per Minute Must be 18 yrs
Serve-U
619-645-8434

GOV'T FORECLOSED homes from
pennies on $1 Delinquent Tax Repo's.
REO's Your Area Toll Free I-800-2189000 Ext H-8253 for current listings
SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches.
Cadillacs. Chevy's. BMW's. Corvettes
Also. Jeeps. 4WD's Your Area TollFree
I-8 0 0 - 2 1 8 - 9 O O O E x t A - 8 2 5 3
f o r e u r r e n t l i s t i n g s .
Reptiles For Sale: Albino and Black &
White Kingsnakes. Boas, and various types
of Geckos. Food items also available Call
Mark
or
Dave
253-9319

Houseforrent $500amonth 3Bedrooms.
15 minutes from campus Clean, remodeled
with washer/dryer & fenced in backyard
with deck. Call Patrick at 253-2465.

Spring Break '99-ScllTrips.EamCash.&
GO FREE!!! Student Travel Services is
now hiring campusreps/grouporganizers
Lowestratesto Jamaica. Mexico A Florida
C a 111-800-648-4849.

BRICK HOME TO SHARE FOREST
RIDGE QUAD LEVEL-2 1/2 BATHS. 2
REFRIDGERATORS APPROX 5MITO
WSU. AVAILABLE NOW AMPLE
PARKING CALL JOAN 233-4672.

SPRING BREAK 99!
Cancun * Nassau * Jamaica • Mazatlan *
Acapulco
• Bahamas Cruise • Florida " South
Padre
Travel Free and make lots of Cash!
Top reps are offered full-time staff jobs
Lowest price Guaranteed Call now for
details!
www.classtravel.com 800/838-6411

CIMMARON WOODS WALK TO
CAMPUS. TOWNHOUSE. FIREPLACE.
WASHER/DRYER
FURNISHED.
CENTRAL HEAT/AIR. BLINDS 1.5
BATHS DISHWASHER. MICROWAVE,
TENNIS. STORAGE I396CIMARRON,
320 - 1 3 5 5 . D I S C O U N T
FIRST
MONTH'S
RENT

MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS
Sell Kodak Spring Break '99 Trips
HIGHEST COMMISSION - LOWEST
PRICES
NO COST TO YOU
Travel FREE including food, drink &
non-stop panics!!
WORLD CLASS VACATIONS
1998 STUDENT TRAVEL PLANNERS
TOP PRODUCER"
1-800-222-4432

FREE
CASH
GRANTS!
College. Scholarships. Business Medical
bills
Never Repay.
Toll Free
1-800-218-9000
Ext.
G-8253
CallisloEduc tonal Support Programs need
volunteers to tutor Dayton Area elementary
and secondary students Tutoring is
conducted al churches and schools in the
Dayton Area. Subjects needed All levels
of Math & Science. English. History/Social
Studies. Spanish, and French For more
information, call 937-643-0227,

He's on a
collision course..

CUM 211 STUDENTS! DO YOU HAVE
YOUR BOOK YET? I WILL SEIA
YOU ONE FO R $80. CALL BII.LIE AT
9 3 7 - 2 5 3 - 9 3 1 9 .

MAKE EASY MONEY! GO ON
SPRING BREAK FOR FREE! USA
Spring Break offers Cancun. Bahamas.
Jamaica, and Florida packages, and is
currently acceptingapplications for campus
sales
representatives.
Call
I -888-SPRING-BREAK.

SPK'NGBREAK
Cancun. Florida. Jamaica. South Padre.
Bahamas. Etc.
Best Hotels. Panics. Prices. Book Early
and Save!!
Earn Money + Trips! Campus Reps /
Organizations Wanted.
Call Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-3276013
"wwi.pl aim

$1230
FUNDRAISER
Credit Card fundraiser for student
organizations. You've seen other
groups doing it. now it's your turn.
One week is all it takes
NO gimmicks. NO tricks.
NO obligation Call for
information today
1-800 932-0528 x 65.
ww w ocmconccpls com

HUGE Apartment (appox. 2000 sq.ft.)
Totally remodeled, tw o bedroom and TWO
BATH apan Includes newer appl (Stove,
rcfng . dishwasher) W/D hook-up! Coin
laundry available I car garage and offstreet parking! Call for details! 438-0559.
Less $SS vs. campus housing!
Other
Apartments
available

c9

1ST 25 WORDS
•NON-STUDENT
$5.00
•STUDENT
$2.00
EXTRA 25 WORDS
$1.0C
Commonly
Unbearable.
Dangerously
Believable.
Subsequently
Fatal.
UNTREATED

DEPRESSION
http://www.save.org

FOR RENT

Two
Bedroom
Apartment.
Available NOW
All new Carpet!
Also, two bedroom double' $425/mo. Call
4
3
9
3
9
2
5

CLASSIFIEDS
RATES

w%h a good career,
LESS CRIME IS
NO ACCIDENT
K Ukn jon - and programsflatworttl

Call 1-800-WE PREVENT.
• and we'll send you a fiee Booklet
on how you can support programs
in your community thai keep kids
away from crime and enme away
from kids.

ARE YOU
SAFE ALONE?

Protect Yourself with a
WildFire PepperSpray!

Made of Police Strength but
Fashion Designed for you.
BUY 1 Get 1 FREE! Free
Brochure call 908-687-4145

GIVE US TIME
TO REPAY
YOUR LOAN.
After just three years
in the Army, your college
loan could be a thing of the
past
Under the Army*s Loan
Repayment program, each
year you serve on active
duty reduces your indebtedness by one-third or $1,500,
whichever amount is
greater, up to a $65,"XX)
limit.
s
This offer applies to
Perkins Loans, Stafford
Loans and certain other
federally insured loans
which are not in default
And this is just the first
of many benefits the Army
will give you. Get the whole
storyfromyour Army
Recruiter.

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE!
wvw.goarmy.com -

I
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4 2 Verily
4 4 Lions*
turn s o u l
4 8 W i e l d ai

2 0 Oversimplified
2 2 H a r d l y flat
24 Spou I
f r o m the
soapbox
2 3 Skedaddled
26 She

IS

WHAT VCGDT FOR
-IH&OTMOWLUOl...

2 9 "Oreat
Expectations"
hero
3 0 Berlin's
"What'll
19 C o o m l e a n ' s
milieu
20 Avoid a
bean ball
21 Abbott's
first

23
25
28
32
33

baseman
Addressee
Get back
Axilla
Use
Tlileralc

3 4 Oct snug

36 Squelch
3 7 K e e p t-ibs
38 Become
39 O E A VIP
J
2"
3

1 ~]

5 5 C3is" e a t e r y
56 Requisite
DOWN
1 Network
2 L a n d in
die water
3 Hideaway
4 Elevator's
kin
5 Clergy
member
6 Comicstrip p o o c h
7 Tropical
fruit
8 Type units
9 O p t i o n s list
10 L e i f ' s p o p
11 B a s e o n
balls

31 X r a t i n g
35 Ptnh's
asinine
36 Suitors
39 IO i l
4 0 S e c 17
Across
41 V a c a t i o n ing
4 3 Hollywood
ciasbers
45 Ontario's
neighboi
4 6 Scruff
4 7 Rosebud.

li
16
18

SporlsRadio
Presents

11:00 PM
The official start of the
1998-99 Raider
Basketball Season
For more information contact Bart at 775-5554

Your

Horoscope

A R I E S ( M a r c h 21 to
April 19) Y o u h a v e m o r e
i h a n o n e i r o n i n t h e fire
regarding
business.
It
should be a lime of accomplishment, provided that
you d o n ' t scatter your energies.
Accent
followthrough.
T A U R U S (April 2 0 to
M a y 2 0 ) T a k e the lead in
planning a get-together of
your friends for the c o m i n g
w e e k e n d . P a y extra attcn
tion. though, to c o m m o n sense health rules. Try not
to overtire yourself this
week o n the job.
G E M I N I ( M a y 21 to
June 20) You're making
some
behind-the-scenes
m o v e s n o w that effect your
financial
picture. A c l o s e tie
m a y not follow through on
a promise. Private pursuits
are best o v e r the weekend.
C A N C E R (June 21 to
J u l y 2 2 ) A n early stari this
w e e k m e a n s a lot o f t h i n g s
will
be
accomplished.
Others will be i m p r e s s e d by
you. C h a r m is y o u r v a l u a b l e
ally. T h i n g s fall i n t o p l a c c
by week's end,
L E O (July 2 3 to A u g u s t
22) You'll be adding some
n e w p o s s e s s i o n s ;.o y o u r
home now and also dealing
with
other
important
domestic interests. You'll
be delighted by s o m e o n e ' s
thoughtfulness. A weekend
g e t a w a y is r o m a n t i c .
V T R G O ( A u g u s t 2 3 to
S e p t e m b e r 2 2 ) Y o u ' l l h<-ar
s o m e b i g talk in b u s i n e s s
this week. Pleasure o u t i n g s
are a plus later on. Take the
initiative in r o m a n c e . Y o u ' l l
be pleased with developm e n t s in a c h i l d ' s life.
L I B R A (September 23 to
October 22) You'll be busy
g e t t i n g s o m e tilings d o n e at
home
this
week.
An
i m p r o m p t u g e t - t o g e t h e r is
a l s o likely. You m a y b e
entertaining someone from
the w o r k p l a c e this w e e k
end.

\

S C O R P I O (Octol
to N o v r m b e r 2 1 ) T r y not to
g o ' o v e nr ui o a r d i n t h e pj u r s u i t
of pleasure. Have a good
time
without
going
to
e x c e s s . D a t i n g , h q w e v e r . is
definitely favored; romance
is a p l u s d u r i n g the w e e k end.
S A G I T T A R I U S
( N o v e m b e r 22 to D e c e m b e r
2 1 ) Y o u ' l l b e s p e n d i n g part
of this week on a work proj e c t . P a r t n e r s are in a g r e e ment about the use of joint
assets. T h e weekend brings
a lovely social invitation.
C A P R I C O R N
(December 22 to January
19) P a r t n e r s w o r k w e l l a s a
t e a m . You m a y be t r a v e l i n g
somewhere
together.
Surprise news affects your
financial
picture.
This
w e e k e n d is best for socializing.
A Q U A R I U S (January 20
to F e b r u a r y 18) You h a v e
extra incentive to get a h e a d
and you also have social
graces to m a k e diings happen. You
may
face an
important
financial
decision. Consult an expert
before making
up your
mind.
P I S C E S ( F e b r u a r y 19 t o
March 20) Advice seems to
come
from
everywhere
n o w . but it's still u p t o y o u
to make up your o w n mind.
You'll be doing something
w i t h a f r i e n d later in the
w e e k . T r a v e l is a plus.
© 1998 Kjng Fcanuti Synd.. Inc.

"When the main branch is
closed, I use the ATM."

King Crossword

r

iMac has
la

Sure, it iooks like it comes from the future
But we can assure you, it's here today. iMac™ is eas>
to buy (one decision). Easy to set up (just add
electricity) and easy to use lone click and hello, internet)
So let us help you iarid an iMac toda\
PowerPC/" G3 processor (faster than any Pentium II"),
'i-giqabyte hard disk, 32 megabytes RAM, 56K modem

Your special student price:
Only $1249
Wright State
has student discounts on all Mac's.
Visit The Apple Campus Connection at the Library Annex 040
or www.apple.com/education/store
Student Loan information at: www.appleloan.com
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